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wargaming ethical challenges







Wargames may be used as a tool for teaching the laws of
armed conflict, or ethical (and/or legal) political and
military decision-making.
Wargames may be used to explore the logic of mass
atrocities, so as to generate insight into prevention,
mitigation, and response.
Wargames may in themselves present ethical challenges.
Wargame designers and facilitators have an ethical
obligation to sponsors, clients, and those their analysis will
affect.
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teaching about ethics




Designing games about military ethics, international law,
and similar issues is—in theory—little different than
designing educational games about any other issues.
However, there are certain particular challenges:


Ideally games should involve intrinsic incentives and
encourage internalized behavior, not simply provide extrinsic
rewards and penalties for right and wrong actions.



Games need to avoid being too ”preachy.”
In some cases, games should encourage participants to think
about process: how they would arrive at the ethically and
legally appropriate decision.





Iraq war (Chilcot report)

Kobayashi Maru scenarios
(and the Kirk problem)


“No win” or “moral trade-off” scenarios can be very useful:




Rwanda (1994)
Srebrenica (1995)
…but only if facilitated and debriefed well—otherwise there is
the risk of learned futility (or other “wrong lessons”)
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Example: Camps 7 and 9


In the Brynania simulation, Camps 7 and 9 are long-established
Brynanian government detention camps, where members of the
Zaharian minority are subject to cruel and degrading treatment.




United Nations: prioritize peace negotiations or human rights?
ICRC: the dilemmas of confidentiality?
human rights groups, media: how much risk to take when investigating a
story?

Example: AFTERSHOCK


In AFTERSHOCK: A
Humanitarian Crisis Game,
players are faced with
difficult issues of triage and
aid prioritization. What is the
right thing to do?


Semi-cooperative scoring
system forces trade-offs
between organizational
objectives and “the greater
good.”
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Example: Arma and ICRC


In partnership with the ICRC, Bohemia Interactive produced a
Laws of War add-on for its Arma 3 game (VBS).

gaming unethical behaviours


Wargames can be used to examine the logic of mass
atrocity.


Such gaming can be used to explore mass atrocity prevention.



Warning: you don’t want to accidentally teach human rights
violations as an efficacious military strategy. (The challenge
here is: they might be.)
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EXAMPLE: ISIS CRISIS




Variant of ISIS CRISIS matrix game designed for Montreal
Institute of Genocide and Human Rights Studies professional
course on mass atrocity prevention.
Added “mass atrocity prevention community” team, which
could take action each turn to raise costs of human rights
abuses, identify abusers, promote accountability. Could also
lobby other players.

EXAMPLE: Brynania


Both Brynanian government
forces and rebels have
engaged in human rights
violations.






Key players also have a
background, semi-secret
“human rights rating” reflecting
prior activities.

How can international
community, NGOs, UN use their
leverage to mitigate or prevent
mass atrocity?
Peace vs justice dilemma.
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EXAMPLE: Darfur War



2-3 player prototype game designed
by McGill University students.
Atrocity offers some kinetic
advantage—but can backfire, and
increasing risk of R2P response from
international community.

ethical issues in wargame design and
facilitation


Do we need to think more about the ethical impact of the
games we design and facilitate?



Are wargames human experiments—sometimes, with nonconsenting participants?
Wargames address subjects involving violence, atrocity, and
other sensitive subjects.



Participants may have undergone traumatic war-related (or
other) experiences.



Badly-designed games could have adverse real-world
consequences.
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experiments, games, and ethics

Milgram Experiments (1961-64)

Syrian refugees in Lebanon game (2015)

Stanford Prison Experiment (1971)

vignette 1


You are designing a game on civil conflict




Participants come from a wide variety of religious
backgrounds.

What do you do about religion?


Include it (despite sensitivities) as a conflict element, even
though it may become a polarizing faultline between players?




Downplay it?
Ignore it?



Actual case:



POLI 450
Religious Conflict in Urban Areas project.
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vignette 1


You are designing a game on civil conflict
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backgrounds.

What do you do about religion?


Include it (despite sensitivities) as a conflict element, even
though it may become a polarizing faultline between players?




Downplay it?
Ignore it?



Actual case:



POLI 450
Religious Conflict in Urban Areas project.

vignette 2


Gameplay involves humorous banter between players.









Game scenario addresses bloody civil war with tens of
thousands of casualties, hundreds of thousands of forciblydisplaced persons.
Game participants include those from similar conflict-affected
area.
Humour is generally good-natured, but it cannot be
guaranteed that all participants have appropriate empathy
and common sense (or sense of humour).
Humour is common characteristic of (and coping mechanism
during) deployment to such areas.

Do you do anything?


Actual case, POLI 450.
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vignette 2
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vignette 3


Game participant playing role of human rights NGO
prepares (simulated) human rights report on rape as a
weapon of war, for release to other games participants.





Report is realistic, and consistent with sexual and genderbased violence during civil war.
Report is consistent with similar reports from Human Rights
Watch, Amnesty International, etc.
Report is explicit and graphic in its depiction of sexual assault.
It is almost certain that some of the participant group have
experienced sexual assault.




60 of 100 game participants are women. 22% of women and 12% of
men in this age group have experienced sexual assault.

As Control, do you approve it for release?


Actual case, Brynania simulation
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vignette 3
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vignette 4


Forthcoming game simulates ethnic civil war.







Includes widespread ethnic violence, periodic mass atrocity..
Realistic game behavior includes hate speech (attacks on rival
ethnic groups).
Game media includes ethnic extremist radio station, modelled
of Radio Télévision Libre des Mille Collines.
Potential participant reveals to you she is experiencing PTSD
from delayed memories of watching father being hacked to
death during Rwandan genocide.

What do you say to her?


Actual case, Brynania simulation
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vignette 4


Game simulates ethnic civil war.







Includes widespread ethnic violence, periodic mass atrocity..
Realistic game behavior includes hate speech (attacks on rival
ethnic groups).
Game media includes ethnic extremist radio station, modelled
of Radio Télévision Libre des Mille Collines.
Student reveals to you she is experiencing PTSD from delayed
memories of watching father being hacked to death during
Rwandan genocide.

What do you say to her?


Actual case, Brynania simulation

vignette 5a


Your sponsor or client wants a wargame designed to
validate a preconceived set of conclusions.
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vignette 5b



Your sponsor or client wants the wargame designed to
validate a preconceived conclusion.
The wargame didn’t produce the results the sponsor
wanted. They want to report to downplay any findings that
diverge from their policy/capability/doctrinal/strategic
preferences.

vignette 6




Third party asks for your help in developing wargaming
expertise. You cannot be certain what purposes their
gaming skills will put it to, however.


Potential adversary?



Adverse human rights record?

What do you do?


Hypothetical. Well, not really.
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vignette 6




Client/partner asks for your help in developing wargaming
expertise. You can be certain what purposes they will put it
to, however.


Potential adversary?



Adverse human rights record?

What do you do?


Hypothetical. Well, not really.
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